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1
Introduction

Soft matter encompasses a wide range of materials, from paint, to liquid crys-
tals, to the biomaterials which constitute living organisms. Its extreme versa-
tility pervades an ever increasing number of fields, among which organic elec-
tronics. There, a delicate interplay between the structural and electronic prop-
erties of the soft constituting materials determine the functional properties of
the final devices. Alongside advanced experimental techniques, theoretical and
computational modeling has become indispensable in improving our under-
standing of these systems. This chapter provides a brief introduction to the gen-
eral features of the soft materials especially important in organic electronics,
and describes shortly the multiscale modeling techniques used to study them.
As such, it forms the basis for the following chapters of this thesis.

1.1. Soft Matter

From Paints to Living Organisms. One of the offspring of the revolution of atomic

physics of the first half of the 20th century is soft condensed matter, or soft matter,

for brevity. This is a convenient umbrella term comprising a vast class of materials

which are neither simple liquids nor crystalline solids—classes studied in other more

classical branches of solid state physics. 1,2 While soft materials include man-made prod-

ucts like glues, paints, liquid crystals, and polymers, most of the food we eat and the

bio-components of a living organism itself can also be categorized as soft matter.

1
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Intermolecular Forces. The existence of condensed phases—solids and liquids—tells

us something about the forces which exist between the components of soft matter, i.e., the

molecules. There must be an attractive force which acts between molecules and which

can overcome, in certain conditions, thermal agitation, and thus allows, for example, a

gas to condense to a liquid. A repulsive force must also be present to prevent matter

from collapsing completely. Experiments tell us that, for example, compressibilities of

liquids are rather high. It follows that the existing repulsive force must be strong and

short-ranged.

Attractive and Repulsive Forces. The origin of the short-ranged repulsive force is

quantum-mechanical, as it follows from the Pauli exclusion principle. The origin of the

attractive force is ultimately grounded in the electrostatic force. However, it is convenient

to distinguish between different kinds of attractive forces, whose importance depends

on the system. The relative magnitude of these interactions with respect to the thermal

energy, kB T , where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature, at

room temperature (4.1 ·10−21 J or, for a mole of substance, 2.5 J mol−1) can be used to

classify these interactions as chemical or physical bonds. The latter can be broken and

subsequently reformed by thermal agitation, while the former are permanent.

Atoms and molecules can be thought of as possessing a randomly fluctuating dipole

moment. Such a dipole will induce a corresponding dipole in a neighboring atom or

molecule, thus generating an attractive force: the van der Waals force. Such interactions

play a major role between uncharged weakly interacting atoms and molecules, and their

strength is on the order of magnitude of kB T at room temperature.

When electrons are shared between more than one nucleus, such nuclei are said to

be held together by a covalent bond, a highly directional interaction. The interaction of

the electrons with multiple nuclei lowers the energy of the system, and such an energy

gain—typical values range from 30 to 100 ·10−20 J—is much larger than kB T at room

temperature.

Two charged species at a distance ri j , carrying charges qi and q j will interact via a

Coulomb potential of the form:

U Coulomb(ri , j ) = 1

4πε0εr

qi q j

ri j
(1.1)

where ε0 and εr denote the permittivity of vacuum and the relative permittivity of the

material, respectively. This ionic interaction is non-directional, and its strength depends

on εr . While in a solid ionic interactions are typically two orders of magnitude larger

than kB T at room temperature, in solution they can be greatly reduced due to screening

effects—i.e., the solvent can partially cancel the field of the ions.

Another directional type of interaction is hydrogen bonding. It involves a hydrogen

atom, covalently bound to an electronegative atom such as oxygen, and another elec-
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tronegative atom. The oxygen-hydrogen covalent bond seizes the only electron of the

hydrogen atom, leaving a relatively unshielded positive charge on the side opposite to

the oxygen. The strength of hydrogen bonds is between that of covalent bonds and van

der Waals interactions, with an order of magnitude which can vary between kB T and 100

kB T at room temperature.

Regions of negative charge will generally interact with regions of positive charge, no

matter what their nature is. A region of negative charge associated with a large number of

molecules derives from π systems—which arise from overlapping p-orbitals. The term π

indicates that the electron density is above and below the molecular skeleton. Interactions

between π systems, dubbed π-π interactions, are on the order of a few kB T , but their

strength can vary considerably depending on the environment and on the nature of the π

systems. For example, stronger π-π interactions are established between electron-rich

and electron-poor π systems. A particularly strong interaction involving π systems is the

cation-π interaction, where positive charges interact with the negative charge associated

with π systems.

Hydrophobic interactions are a consequence of the hydrogen-bonded network formed

by water molecules. Indeed, a solute molecule which cannot participate in hydrogen

bonding with water will perturb the local structure of water around itself. This perturba-

tion leads to a decrease in entropy, as the presence of the solute molecule makes the water

locally more ordered. This results in an increase in the free energy. As a consequence, the

association of two such solute molecules will reduce the extra ordering. This results in a

decrease in the free energy, leading to an effective attractive interaction between such

solute molecules. The strength of hydrophobic interactions is on the order of 10−20 J, that

is, on the order of kB T at room temperature.

All these forces can possibly contribute to the self-assembly of soft matter in both bio-

logical and non-biological systems. A balance between these interactions will determine

the degree of aggregation of a particular protein in a particular environment, as well as

whether a conjugated organic molecule will remain solvated or start to self-organize in

more or less extended organic crystallites.

1.2. Organic Electronics

“Soft” Matter with “Hard” Properties. The Nobel prize in chemistry in 2000 awarded to

Shirakawa, MacDiarmid, and Heeger for their “discovery and development of conductive

polymers”, acknowledged a vast interdisciplinary research field referred to as organic

electronics. Such field deals with purely “soft” organic—i.e., mainly constituted by carbon

atoms—molecules, which however possess interesting electronic properties which are

reminiscent of “hard” inorganic matter. These hard materials—examples include the

semiconductors silicon, germanium and gallium arsenide—form the foundation of the
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success of modern electronics. However, their mechanical and chemical properties

have, to a certain degree, limited the kind of devices which can be built. Thanks to their

superb chemical versatility, mechanical flexibility, and the possibility for low-temperature

solution-processing, organic materials are set to complement inorganic electronics in

several ways, with devices which are flexible, wearable, and biointegrated. 3–5

Characteristics of Organic Semiconductors. A characteristic element to organic

molecules employed in electronics is π-conjugation, which emerges from overlapping

p-orbitals on nearby carbon atoms. This manifests itself as alternating single and double

bonds, a common feature of the structures depicted in Figure 1.1. This alternating pattern

allows for the overlap of π-orbitals, which in turns allows for delocalization of π-electrons

over the conjugated part of the molecule, hence facilitating conduction. Moreover, the

overlapping p-orbitals form the basis for the frontier molecular orbitals of the molecule 6—

the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital

(LUMO)—which play a significant role in the electronic processes. Finally, from the

conjugated architecture also follows an ubiquitous role of π-π intermolecular interactions

(resulting from the van der Waals attraction) between the conjugated molecular moieties.

Such interactions, along with the far stronger intramolecular covalent interactions, which

nevertheless allow for soft bonded degrees of freedom—such as the torsional motion

along the backbone and side chains—govern structure formation. These give rise to

complex morphologies that incorporate both amorphous and (liquid-)crystalline ordering

of the various components.

PCBM

PTEG-1

ITIC

PDCBT

PTB7-Th
 n    

 n     n    

N2200

Figure 1.1 | Chemical structures of representatives molecular semiconductors. Polymers, such as PDCBT or
PTB7-Th, or small-molecules can be used as electron-donor materials (p-type semiconductors), while fullerene
derivatives, such as PCBM or PTEG-1, non-fullerene small-molecules (dubbed non-fullerene acceptors), such
as ITIC, or polymers, such as N2200, can be used as electron-acceptor materials (n-type semiconductors).
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The (Staggering) Size of Chemical Space. The organic semiconductors used for elec-

tronics can be broadly categorized into small-molecular 7 and polymeric 8 semiconduc-

tors. Figure 1.1 shows a selection of molecules which represent only a tiny fraction of

the available chemical space. This poses a tremendous challenge for rational compound

design, as small changes in the (i) backbone or (ii) side chain structure, or, in the case

of polymers, (iii) molecular weight or (iv) regioregularity, may significantly impact the

macroscopic properties of the materials and resulting devices. 9,10 Thus, the vast chemical

versatility of organic semiconductors constitutes, at the same time, one of the major

advantages and one of the main drawbacks of organic electronics. In fact, if it is true that

it allows for endless tunability of properties, it also makes systematic improvement of

materials and devices very difficult.

Devices. The tunability of properties of organic molecules, along with the possibility

for low-temperature solution-based processing, printing and spray coating, allows for

a wide range of interesting and innovative applications. Organic light-emitting diodes

(OLEDs), now ordinarily used in active-matrix OLED (AMOLED) displays, constitute the

first (and so far only) organic-based device to have successfully entered the market on

a larger scale. Further applications—still mainly confined to lab-scale prototypes but

focus of very active research—comprise: (i) organic photovoltaics (OPV) 11 for flexible 5 or

indoor 12 solar cells to power the Internet of Things; 13 (ii) organic field-effect transistors

(OFETs) for, e.g., pixel switches in electronic paper; 14 (iii) organic thermoelectrics (OTEs)

for flexible energy generation or heating-cooling devices; 4 and (iv) organic electrochemi-

cal transistors (OECTs) for biological interfacing, and neuromorphic devices. 15

The “Holy Grail” of Organic Electronics. Abstracting out the specific issues of the dif-

ferent subfields, a recurring motif of the organic electronics field as a whole is the complex

relation between the constituent materials, processing conditions, the resulting morphol-

ogy and the efficiency of the final device. Such complex relation remains elusive. Slight

changes in the constituting organic materials can lead to variations in the packing and ori-

entation and this in turn give rise to bulk materials with substantially different properties.

The “holy grail” in the field of organic electronics is to master the interplay between mor-

phological features and electronic properties which spans multiple length scales, and link

this to the macroscopic device characteristics: the so-called structure-morphology-device

relationship. On the experimental side, this requires advanced techniques for chemical

synthesis, morphological control, and device characterization. From a modeling point

of view, we will see more in detail in the next section the main ingredients required for

bringing substantial help to experiments.
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1.3. Multiscale Modeling

The Multiscale Nature of Organic Semiconductors. The functional properties of organic

semiconductors arise from features and processes which span several orders of time and

length scales. Relevant time scales involve the ones of electronic excitations (10−15 s),

molecular vibrations (10−15 −10−12 s), the rate of intermolecular charge transfer (10−15 −
10−9 s), conformational changes (10−12 −10−9 s or longer), charge migration across a

device (10−9 − 10−6 s), and of the self-assembly process (100 − 101 s). Length scales

concerned span also a wide range, ranging from intramolecular distances (10−10 m) and

local molecular packing (10−9 m) to domain organization (10−8–10−7 m) and device

thicknesses (10−7–10−5 m). 16 The theoretical and computational study of these systems

therefore necessitates a multiscale picture. With the computational resourses available

to date, there is no single simulation technique that can possibly address all these scales

simultaneously, i.e., concurrently. In the present work, we will see various examples of

sequential multiscaling. There, information obtained at coarser levels of description is

funneled into more accurate calculations which can account for better descriptions of the

shorter length and time scales, or, vice versa, fine-grain data is used to improve coarser

models.

Computational Methods for Different Length and Time Scales. Different methods

can be employed to study particular intervals of this broad range of length and time scales.

Here we will treat particle-based methods, where “particles” may represent molecular

moieties, atoms, or nuclei and electrons. These should be contrasted with field-based

approaches, (e.g., phase field methods based on solving the Cahn-Hilliard-Cook equa-

tions 17,18), which are less suited for studies which rely on an atomistic representation of

the system.

The longer range morphological aspects can be studied with molecular dynamics

(MD) 19 simulations. These methodologies simulate the motion of atoms (or groups of

atoms) via classical mechanics, usually integrating numerically Newton’s equations of

motion:

~Fi = mi
d 2~ri

d t 2 (1.2)

where ~Fi is the force acting on the i -th particle with position ~ri and mass mi . The

forces between the particles are defined by molecular mechanics (MM) force fields. Most

classical force fields define intra- and intermolecular interactions using a potential of the

form: 20,21

U (~r ) = ∑
bonds

Ubond + ∑
angles

Uang l e +
∑

dihedrals
Udi hedr al +

∑
impropers

Ui mpr oper

+ ∑
nonbonded pairs

(UvdW +UCoulomb) (1.3)
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The force acting on particle i can then be calculated from as the negative gradient of the

potential V tot
i , and this is then used to propagate particle i . Van der Waals interactions

(∼ r−6), as well as the effect of Pauli repulsion (∼ r−12), are commonly approximated by a

12-6 Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential: 22

U LJ(ri j ) = 4εi j

[(
σi j

ri j

)12

−
(
σi j

ri j

)6]
(1.4)

where the εi j and σi j parameters describe the strength and range of the interaction,

respectively, between the atoms i and j ; Coulomb interactions are computed following

Eq. 1.1. The LJ and Coulomb terms constitute the nonbonded interactions, and thus

the parameters which go into their descriptions (namely, the LJ ε and σ and the partial

charges) are dubbed nonbonded parameters. The intramolecular, or bonded, potentials

commonly employed in classical MD describe bonds, angles and dihedrals. The functional

forms are usually very simple. For example, harmonic functions can be used for bond

stretching

U bond(ri j ) = 1

2
kbond (ri j − r0)2 (1.5)

(where kbond is the harmonic force constant, ri j the distance between the particles, and

r0 the equilibrium distance of that bond), angle terms, or for improper dihedral potentials.

In the latter cases, the distance is replaced by the angle between the i , j , and k atoms

or by the dihedral angle between the two planes defined by particles i , j , k and j , k, l .

Proper dihedral potentials are periodic and commonly of a form similar to

U dih(θi j kl ) = kθ(1+cos(nθi j kl −θ0) (1.6)

The employed intramolecular potentials and their associated parameters constitute the

bonded parameters. To cover all the length and time scales is prohibitively expensive at

the atomistic (each particle in the simulation represents an atom—also called all-atom

(AA) simulations) level of MM. One approach that allows the extension of the sampling

simulation time scale is constituted by the use of particles, often called beads, that

represent groups of atoms, in what are commonly called coarse-grain (CG) models. At

the opposite extreme, the shortest time and length scales are investigated using quantum

mechanical (QM) methods. Gas-phase QM approaches are used in order to characterise

ground and excited state properties of organic semiconductor molecules, and are usually

concerned with solving an eigenvalue problem of the form:

Ĥ |Ψ〉 = E |Ψ〉 (1.7)

and E is the energy of the (eigen)state Ψ of a system described by the electronic, or

clamped nucleus, Hamiltonian Ĥ—that is, the simplified Hamiltonian based on the
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Born-Oppenheimer approximation—of the form (in atomic units): 23

Ĥ =−∑
i

1

2
∇2

i −
∑
i ,A

ZA

|~ri −~RA |
+ 1

2

∑
i 6= j

1

|~ri −~r j |
(1.8)

with the i -th electron at position~ri , the A-th nucleus at position ~RA ; MA is the ratio of

the mass of the A-th nucleus to the mass of an electron, while ZA is the atomic number of

nucleus A. First principles quantum chemical calculations on macromolecular systems

such as organic semiconductor materials that account for electron correlation are only

feasible at the density functional theory (DFT) level. Lower computational cost, at the cost

of a lower accuracy, can be provided by semi-empirical methods. Furthermore, quantum

mechanical calculations on isolated molecules in the gas phase are not representative for

the material. The environment cannot be neglected, because the energies and dynamics

of the relevant electronic processes are affected by the molecular environment of the site

at which they take place. Microelectrostatic (ME) calculations may thus be employed,

which allow for the electrostatic and electronic polarization interactions of a specific

surrounding environment to be accounted for. Thus, from the computational point of

view, given the hierarchy of time and length scales involved, modeling is required all the

way from the CG to the QM level.

Sequential vs Concurrent Multiscale Modeling. As hinted before, multiscale meth-

ods can be classified as sequential (also dubbed serial) or concurrent (also parallel). 24

In the former, information from lower (higher) levels of resolution is used to fuel higher

(lower) levels of descriptions. In the latter, systems are described simultaneously at several

levels of resolution, and, in some approaches, parts of the system can change level of

description on-the-fly. Sequential methods present the advantage of not having to deal

with direct coupling of the different levels of description. On the other hand, they require

that sufficient overlap exists between the levels of resolution so that a connection can

be established. For example, a too coarse model does not allow for direct backmapping,

i.e., the direct conversion of CG to AA models, or a non-QM-optimized force field does

not allow for direct use of MD-generated geometries for subsequent QM calculations (a

QM optimization will be most likely required, and this would greatly restrict the tractable

system size). Concurrent multiscale modeling, however, if on the one hand promises to

eliminate the need for connecting different levels of theory with back/forward-mapping

techniques, it presents the challenge of coupling directly levels of descriptions which are

different. A well-known example is the QM–MM approach. 25,26 Coupling different levels

of description, the distinctive characteristic of concurrent multiscaling, is challenging.

Artefacts may occur, in particular at the boundary between two different regions. The

compatibility of different levels of resolutions must not be taken for granted, and the

different coupled regions might give inconsistent results. As already mentioned, in the

present work, we will see various examples of sequential multiscaling.
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Sequential Coupling of Scales. In serial multiscale approaches, models with different

resolution are employed in sequence. The parametrization of CG or AA models based

on finer levels of description is an example of serial multiscaling. CG models are usually

parametrized, at least partly, 27 based on atomistic data. Information coming directly

from QM data can also be encoded in both AA and CG models, for example, in order to

reproduce energy profiles around a dihedral angle. 28 Once long time scale processes,

such as the self-assembly of organic molecules, have been sampled at the CG level,

atomistic insight may be required. Thus, backmapping, also called inverse mapping, or

reverse transformation, 29,30 can be used to reintroduce atomistic detail. Such a process

is usually composed of 1) the generation of an initial atomistic structure based on the

position of the CG particles, and 2) the relaxation of this initial guess. Backmapping allows

for direct analysis of the interactions with higher resolution or for continuation of the

simulation at a finer level of theory. The latter includes quantum chemical calculations on

geometries obtained via CG modeling. In order to perform such QM calculations directly

on the geometries obtained after backmapping, a QM-optimized force field, i.e., where

not only dihedral terms but also bond and angles have been fitted to QM data, 31,32 is

recommended. 33,34

In the remainder of this section, the crucial features of computational methods which

can be employed to describe several subspaces of the broad ranges of time and length

scales of interested to organic semiconductors are briefly described. A short summary

of the main common features, domain of application, and limitations of the various

methods is given.

1.3.1. Coarse-Graining

features reduction of number of particles, smoothened free-energy landscape
aim self-assembly, domain formation, host-guest interdiffusion
limitations limited chemical resolution, potential loss of specific interactions

Less is More. Coarse-grain (CG) models play an increasingly important role in compu-

tational science, and are nowadays a tool as important as atomically detailed models. 35–37

By grouping atoms in effective interaction sites, often called beads, CG models focus

on essential features, while they average over less vital details. This provides significant

computational and conceptual advantages with respect to more detailed models, allowing

to probe the spatial and temporal evolution of systems on the microscale. Recent reviews

cover both coarse-graining methods, 27,36 and applications of coarse-grained models. 27,37

Here we will briefly discuss two coarse-graining paradigms, and dive more in detail in the

paradigm underlying the Martini CG model, a widely employed CG force field which will

be used throughout this thesis.
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Systematic vs Building Block Philosophies. Among the philosophies of CG modeling,

we find both systematic (also known as hierarchical) and building block approaches. 27,36

CG models developed on the basis of the former, purely “bottom-up”, principle focus on

the accurate reproduction of the underlying atomistic structural details at a particular

state point for a specific system, but require reparametrization whenever any condition

changes. This translates into a more time-consuming parametrization procedure. More-

over, potential forms required are often complex, which can results in slower simulations

(i.e., less sampling). On the other side, building block approaches usually rely more heav-

ily on a “top-down” approach, where macroscopic properties (e.g., thermodynamic data)

are used as the main target of their parametrization. For this, such CG models are often

cheaper—due to simpler potential forms and only partial parametrization required—and

transferable, as the parametrization of the building blocks allows to re-use them as part

of similar moieties in different molecules. However, the structural accuracy of top-down

models is limited as the representation of the atomistic detail is suboptimal. The line that

separates these two methodological philosophies is, however, thin. Many successful force

fields have been developed combining top-down and bottom-up approaches. 36

The Martini CG Model. Among the building block approaches, notably the Martini

CG force field 38,39 has seen wide application due to successes achieved in the descrip-

tion of several (bio)molecular systems. 38,40–42 This force field, originally intended for

biomolecular simulations, has been lately successfully applied to describe systems rele-

vant in polymer chemistry and organic electronics, 43–47 as it will be shown also in this

thesis.

The Martini CG force field gathers groups of two to four non-hydrogen atoms in beads

(Figure 1.2) which thus represent chemical building blocks. The same chemical groups

are represented by the same CG bead in all different molecules. The hallmark of the

Martini philosophy is that beads are parameterized to reproduce free energies of transfer

of solutes between polar and non-polar solvents (and, secondarily, densities of liquids): a

top-down approach. In addition, bonded interactions are optimized based on atomistic

reference simulations (bottom-up approach). Moreover, different classes of molecules

use more specific macroscopic parameterization targets like bilayer properties in the

case of lipids, membrane partitioning for amino-acids, or radius of gyration in the case of

polymers.

There exist four main types of particle: polar (P), non-polar (N), apolar (C) and charged

(Q). These types are in turn divided in subtypes based on their hydrogen-bonding ca-

pabilities (with a letter denoting: d = donor, a = acceptor, da = both, 0 = none) or their

degree of polarity (with a number from 1 = low polarity to 5 = high polarity). This gives

a total of 18 particle types: the Martini building blocks. Such a building block approach

helps making Martini models of different classes of molecules compatible with each other.

Furthermore, the force field uses only a limited number of interaction levels between the
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HEXADECANE C60 FULLERENE

BENZENE

Figure 1.2 | Representations of atomistic molecular structures and their CG representations within the Martini
model. The standard 4-to-1 atoms-to-CG-site mapping scheme is exemplified by the HEXADECANE molecule,
while the model for BENZENE uses a finer mapping and small beads in order to preserve the ring geometry. The
model for C60 FULLERENE 44 also uses CG particles with a smaller size (note that, in the case of C60, the CG
particles are not rendered in scale for clarity).

building blocks: while these levels necessarily limit the quantitative accuracy of the force

field, they improve compatibility and greatly facilitate parameterization of new molecules

using the force field. Finally, the Martini CG force field constitutes an example of CG

model employing standard functional forms typical of AA force fields, such as the 12-6

Lennard-Jones potential (Eq. 1.4). This has also contributed to the popularity of the force

field, given the ready availability of such functional forms in popular molecular dynamics

software packages such as GROMACS 48 or NAMD. 49

1.3.2. Atomistic Models

features atom-resolved dynamics, partial charges
aim pre-assembled systems, local molecular packing
limitations no electrons

All-Atom Molecular Dynamics. When atomic resolution is needed, for example to

distinguish how subtleties in chemical structures affect molecular processes, but also

sizable systems are required, AA MD is the tool of choice. There, each atom in a molecule

is represented by a point in space with mass, (partial) charge, and van der Waals (vdW)

parameters. In such classical MD simulations, electrons are thus not considered explicitly,

and the dynamics of the system can be described by Newton’s equations of motion.

Interactions within and between molecules are described by interaction potentials which

as a whole constitute the so-called force field, whose general form we have seen in Eq. 1.3.

Parametrization Philosophies. The most widely employed classical, “fixed-charge”,

force fields are effective force fields: their parameters are fitted to experimental data
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and/or data from higher-level of theory (e.g., QM) calculations. In the biomolecular

sciences, four main families of force fields exist: AMBER, 50 CHARMM, 51 GROMOS, 52

and OPLS. 53 For a recent technical and historical overview, including a comprehensive

list of references, the reader is referred to Ref. 21. Other force fields, especially used in

non-biomolecular fields, include the TraPPE 54 and COMPASS 55 force fields to name but a

few. In general, force fields differ in terms of the main target of parametrization and/or in

which class of molecules they manage to describe more accurately (mainly for historical

reasons).

To simplify the problem of the optimization of the parameter space and to limit the

number of parameters, in general, transferability for the parameters describing similar

substructures is assumed within force fields. Although this reduces the number of param-

eters and improves compatibility, it forces a suboptimal description of molecules and

thus can compromise accuracy (again, the systematic vs. building-block philosophies

described in the previous Section for CG models). However, in the case one wishes to

obtain the best possible parameters for a (few) molecule(s), refinement of the parameters

can be done in a more automatized way in the case of AA force fields. Data coming

from QM calculations are usually employed to this end. Automatized workflows, such as

the QMDFF, 31 QUBEKit, 56 or Q-Force 57 toolkit are available. Another recent approach

which tries to improve the accuracy of (bio-)molecular force fields while trying to reduce

the number of parameters—so still following a building-block approach—is represented

by SMIRNOFF. 58 Classical force fields usually rely on atom types, i.e., a discrete set of

parameters which represent all possible atoms which can be described by the force field

(a sp2 carbon, an oxygen atom part of an ester group, etc.). This notably leads to huge

difficulties in expanding parameters, and proliferation of encoded parameters. The new

concept is based on “direct chemical perception”, i.e., bond, angles, torsions and non-

bonded parameters are assigned directly based on substructure queries acting on the

molecules being parametrized. This approach seems to greatly reduce the number of

parameters needed to create a complete force field: a parameter definition file of only

approximately 300 lines achieves comparable accuracy to the Generalized Amber Force

Field (GAFF) 50—which consists of many thousands of parameters—in reproducing hy-

dration free energies, densities and dielectric constants for a pool of pharmaceutically

relevant small molecules. 58

1.3.3. Microelectrostatic Calculations

features molecule-resolved electrostatic and polarization effects
aim include electronic polarization while not describing electrons explicitly
limitations no electronic delocalization and more complex electronic effects
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Electronic Polarization in Organic Materials. Electronic polarization and electro-

statics at the molecular scale play a very important role in many fundamental aspects of

organic electronic devices. A microscopic description of such effects, which should ac-

count for the chemical structure, position and orientation of molecules, shows that these

can have a large impact on the energy landscape of charge carriers in bulk materials and

at their interfaces, and that this cannot be represented by a linear dielectric constant. 59–63

Such effects cannot be captured by “fixed-charge” atomistic force fields, but require finer

descriptions.

Microelectrostatic Models. Microelectrostatic, or induced multipole, models allow to

explicitly include terms for static (i.e., permanent multipole) and dynamic (i.e., induced

multipole—usually done up to the dipole) electrostatic interactions. 59,63 They essentially

rely on a classical polarizable point description of electronic polarization. Within such

models, the polarization energy is computed by determining the static and dynamic

intermolecular interactions in the presence and absence of an excess charge (i.e., a charge

carrier). The polarization energy is the difference in energy between these two pictures.

Thus, such polarization energies contain: i) the contribution of the electrostatic field

experienced by the charge carrier in the organic matrix; ii) the polarization contribution

due to dipoles the charge carrier induces in its surrounding. The polarization contribu-

tion has to be evaluated self-consistently. 59,64 In practice, the polarization energy (for a

spherical cluster of N molecules), P±
N , can be obtained with the following expression: 59,65

P±
N =U±

N −U 0
N (1.9)

where U 0
N , U+

N , and U−
N are the energies of a cluster of N molecules where the central

molecule is either neutral, positively, or negatively charged, respectively. The polarization

energy can then be extracted in the limit of the infinite crystal, as it scales linearly with

the reciprocal of the radius of the cluster. 59 This is illustrated for the anthracene crystal in

Figure 1.3.

Microelectrostatic Models in Organic Electronics. Two examples of ME models

which have been recently exploited in organic electronic studies are: 1) the ME model

of Heremans, Beljonne and co-workers, 59,68 and 2) polarizable force field-based mod-

els. 65,69 Despite being conceptually similar, these two models differ in how they describe

the molecular multipoles and polarizabilities. The model of Heremans and co-workers

distributes information on the molecular structure in anisotropic submolecular polariz-

able units. Moreover, it describes the molecular electrostatic potential by a quadrupole

field. This model, originally developed for acenes, 59 was later improved to include a

point-charge description and atom-centred anisotropic polarizabilities, and applied to

study organic heterointerfaces. 59,70 Polarizable force field-based models use permanent

charges and isotropic polarizable points placed at atomic sites. This is the case of the

classical polarizable Direct (or Discrete) Reaction Field (DRF) force field. 64,69 Charges
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Figure 1.3 | Computed polarization energy for charge carriers for the anthracene crystal (a) computed by a mi-
crolectrostatic scheme based on the classical polarizable Direct Reaction Field (DRF) force field as implemented
in the DRF90 software. 64 Holes (red circles) and electrons (blue circles) polarization energies are plotted (b)
as a function of N−1/3, where N is the number of molecules in the cluster considered. Solid lines are linear
regressions (r 2 > 0.99); the intercept represent the extrapolated value corresponding to the infinite crystal
limit. The experimental values 66,67 are indicated on the horizontal axis with filled points. The agreement
with experiments is qualitative and mainly limited to the electron-hole asymmetry. Note that experimental
photoelectron spectroscopy data of the polarization energies are not appropriate to assess the accuracy of
theoretical estimates due to limitations of the technique and mismatch between experimental and theoretical
calculation conditions. 59

are usually obtained from a multipole analysis, such as the Dipole Preserving Analysis

(DPA), 71 so that they reproduce (at least) the dipole moment of the molecule. The em-

ployed (effective) atom-centred isotropic polarizabilities have been obtained based on

a large set of experimental and calculated molecular polarizabilities. 64,72 Within DRF,

polarisabilities are described according to Thole’s method for interacting polarizabili-

ties, 72,73 which avoids numerical instabilities by employing a distance-dependent damp-

ing function. Similarly, in the AMOEBA 74-based model of Brédas et al., 65 atoms bear

charge, dipole and quadrupole tensors obtained from a distributed multipole analysis that

recreates the molecular electrostatic potential. The Thole model is used for interaction

between polarizabilities here as well. 72,73 Atom-centred isotropic polarizabilities recreate

the anisotropic molecular polarizability. Typically, these slightly different approaches

result in only quantitative differences, and these depend on the parametrization and

partitioning of molecular multipoles and polarizabilities.

1.3.4. (Tight-Binding) Density Functional Theory

DFT. Density Functional Theory (DFT) 75 is employed in the modeling of ground-state

electronic properties for systems relevant for organic electronics. This theory reduces

the computational complexity of the electronic problem (Eq. 1.7) by moving away from
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features explicit electrons
aim describing the electronic structure of the molecules
limitations dependency on functional; restriction to mono-determinantal states

an extremely complex item such as the wavefunction to a much simpler function: the

electron density. DFT methods have become so important that Walter Kohn, its main

pioneer, has been awarded the Nobel prize in chemistry in 1998.

A frequently used implementation of DFT is the Kohn-Sham (KS) approach. 76 The

central assumption in the Kohn-Sham scheme is that, for each interacting N -electron

system with potential v(r), a potential vK S (r) (the Kohn-Sham potential) exists such that

the density ρK S (r) of the corresponding but non-interacting N-electron system equals

the density ρ(r) of the real, interacting system. This leads to a set of equations analogous

to the Hartree-Fock—the simplest wave-function based electronic structure method—

equations which can thus be solved. 75 The difficulty with the Kohn-Sham equations is

that we do not known how this fictitious non-interacting N-electron system looks like, i.e.,

we do not know the KS potential. Of course, we know that the potential cannot contain

only the three terms that we know from Hartree-Fock theory—the interaction with the

nuclei, the kinetic energy, and the coulomb and exchange terms—but it must contain

something else, as KS equations are in principle exact for the electron density. Thus, the

total DFT energy expression can be written as

E =−1

2

N∑
i=1

〈ψi |∇2|ψi 〉+
∫

v(r)ρ(r)dr+ 1

2

∫
ρ(r)ρ(r′)
|r− r′| drdr′+Exc[ρ] (1.10)

where the rest of the energy—excluding the first three terms which are the kinetic energy

of the non-interacting system, the electron-nuclei Coulomb interaction and the electron

coulomb term—include the correction to the kinetic energy and the non-coulombic

interaction between electrons. This term is called exchange-correlation energy (Exc[ρ])

and the expression which uses ρ to obtain Exc[ρ] is the exchange-correlation energy

functional.

Density Functionals. In this construction, the complexity of the Hamiltonian of

Eq. 1.8—mainly given by the electron-electron repulsion term (the third term of Eq. 1.8)—

is hidden in the exchange-correlation energy functional. The exact form of this functional

is only known for simple cases such as an homogeneous electron gas. Research has

gradually developed a number of expressions based on various theoretical hypotheses

and assumptions. The performance of such expressions is then assessed by comparing

against experimental data. When a DFT calculation needs to be performed, the choice of

exchange-correlation functional becomes another input parameter. A popular functional

is B3LYP (Becke, three parameters, Lee-Yang-Parr). 77 This hybrid functional uses three

weighting coefficients which combine the exact exchange from Hartree-Fock with func-
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tionals based on the local density and generalized gradient approximations (LDA and

GGA) and it has been shown to accurately describe ground-state energies of molecules.

However, hybrid functionals such as B3LYP tend to overestimate the delocalization of

the electron density due to the electron self-interaction error. 78 This can lead to over-

estimation of torsion potential barriers in extended π-conjugated systems—due to an

overstabilization of the planar conjugated conformations. This same overdelocalization

issue affects the use of B3LYP when evaluating charge-transfer excited states. 78 A mod-

ern functional, ωB97XD, 79 containing a long-range correction for the self-interaction

error and a dispersion correction, is recommended to study properties which involve

dispersion forces or compute charge transfer excited state—both relevant for organic

electronics systems.

DFTB. Fast quantum-chemical methods are desirable for calculations of electronic

properties of large molecules. Self-consistent charge density functional tight binding

(SCC-DFTB, 80 hereafter referred to simply as DFTB), is a parametrized version of the DFT

approach which is about 3 orders of magnitude faster than a standard DFT calculation

using the functional B3LYP. For thorough descriptions, see Refs. 80–82. Here, we will

briefly see its key ingredients. The method relies on the formulation of a tight-binding

model Hamiltonian within a minimal basis set of orbitals χkµ on atom k. The orbitals

cover only the valence shell, and each molecular orbital φi can be expanded as a linear

combination of the atomic orbitals {χµ}. The matrix elements of the Hamiltonian are

derived from DFT calculations for a reference electron density corresponding to the

superposition of two neutral atoms. 81 Correction terms of second order in the atomic

Mulliken charges on the respective atomic sites are also applied. In this way, a self-

consistent charge distribution can be obtained. 80 Short range repulsive interactions

involving the core region are treated as a superposition of pair potentials and are as well

obtained from DFT calculations for atom pairs. The three- and four-center two-electron

integrals which would normally need to be computed in standard DFT and Hartree-

Fock methods are neglected. DFTB gives reasonable ionization potentials and electron

affinities for systems relevant for organic electronics, 83,84 but its use of a minimal basis

set may lead to deviations for specific systems. 83

Semiempirical Methods. Despite differing in the underlying philosophy and deriva-

tion, DFTB shares many features with semiempirical methods. In these methods, the

standard Hartree-Fock equations are simplified by integral approximations which are

designed to neglect all three- and four-center two-electron integrals. The chosen inte-

gral approximation defines the quality of the method; the most popular semiempirical

approaches are based on the neglect of diatomic differential overlap (NDDO). 85,86 The

NDDO approximation is applied to all integrals that involve Coulomb interactions, and to

the overlap integrals that appear in the Hartree-Fock secular equations. NDDO retains

two-center two-electron integrals, i.e., retains two-electron integrals where the basis
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functions for the first electron are on the same atom and the basis functions for the

second electron are the same atom. The MNDO, AM1, PM3, PM6 and PM7 methods

employ the NDDO approximation, 86 but differ in the way they represent two-electron

integrals and their overall parametrization procedure. These methods have been applied

to study systems relevant for organic electronics, enabling the treatment of large molec-

ular assemblies at a reasonable accuracy. 70 More recently, NDDO-based methods with

orthogonalization corrections have also been developed (OMx methods). 87

1.4. Aim and Outline of this Thesis

The next generation of advanced (organic) materials will be enabled by our ever deeper

understanding of phenomena occurring on several orders of length and time scales. At

the core of many organic electronic device characteristics lays a subtle interplay between

structural and electronic properties. Multiscale techniques, such as the ones described in

this thesis, are fundamental for deepening our understanding of such interplay. Pushing

forward such techniques, this thesis aims to demonstrate how high-resolution morpho-

logical information on soft matter systems can be obtained by a multiscale approach,

elucidating the importance of miscibility, and connecting directly molecular features,

morphology and electronic properties. It will also show how the model utilized to sam-

ple the larger length and time scales can be improved, opening the way for systematic

high-throughput studies which are set to complement experimental workflows in the

next generation of advanced material design.

The lengthy optimization process and the multitude of organic molecules which have

already been tried at the experimental level are exemplary of the chemical space as being

both a very flexible and a very hard to explore high-dimensional space. The first problem

which needs to be addressed is the necessity for dependable molecular arrangements

which represent as much as possible the ones found in the actual organic device. None of

the existing modeling techniques offers the combination of being able to reach relevant

length scales, retain chemical specificity, mimic experimental fabrication conditions, and

being suitable for high-throughput studies. This deficiency forms the main motivation

of chapter 2. There, a method is presented which fulfills these requirements. Namely,

bulk heterojunction organic solar cell morphologies are produced in silico via simulating

the solution-processing technique employed experimentally to fabricate these devices.

Coarse-grain models based on the Martini force field enable good chemical specificity

while allowing the retrieval of full atomistic resolution via backmapping. The obtained

morphologies are in agreement with experimental findings, but provide a molecular view

on the various processes involved.

The method developed in chapter 2 and showcased therein for the case of bulk het-

erojunction solar cells is not restricted to this specific class of organic devices, but it is
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general. In chapter 3, the method is applied to organic thermoelectric devices, solution-

processed blends of pairs of organic molecules, dubbed the host and the dopant. There,

the importance of tailoring host-dopant miscibility is demonstrated for two ubiquitous

classes of molecular semiconductors, fullerene derivatives and donor-acceptor copoly-

mers. Improved performances are obtained with coarse-grain simulations providing

molecular-level understanding.

The second paramount benefit of the method developed in chapter 2 is the possibility

of directly retrieving full atomistic resolution of the morphology at the interfaces and

in the bulk (via backmapping techniques). This paves the way for advanced electronic

structure calculations in realistic bulk heterojunction morphologies. This is shown in

chapter 4, where the detailed structural conformations at the donor-acceptor interfaces

can be resolved and studied as a function of processing conditions or molecular features.

Moreover, charge carrier energy levels can be computed, and the effect of the local

environment is taken into account by a microelectrostatic approach. The findings of this

chapter also emphasize how polar side chains can lead to higher voltage losses due to

higher electrostatic disorder which broadens the charge carrier energy level distributions.

While, so far, the state-of-the-art Martini coarse-grain model has proven reliable

enough, in chapter 3 an anticipation of a newer version of the Martini force field was em-

ployed to overcome limitations of the previous version. These limitations are thoroughly

described in chapter 5. This chapter demonstrates how: (i) the lack of specifically-tailored

cross Lennard-Jones parameters between particles of different sizes leads to artificial free

energy barriers, (ii) the density of interaction sites is a critical parameter of the system

which can be greatly affected by (effective) bond lengths in the models, and which can

thus cause deviations from the parametrized behavior of the model. The chapter then dis-

cusses implications for the use of the current Martini force field, and suggests directions

for reparametrization.

The realization of the limitations concerning the Martini coarse-grain force field

initiated the development of a new major version of the force field, dubbed Martini 3.0.

In chapter 6, the new parametrization, along with features and performances of the

new Martini 3.0 models, is described focusing on small molecule ring structures, which

constituted the main reference for the parameters of the newly recalibrated small and tiny

particle sizes of the force field. Besides the reproduction of “bulk” thermodynamic data,

special attention is also given to reproduction of “local” properties such as molecular

volume and stacking distances. This work is expected to open new avenues in the use of

the Martini model for systems containing aromatic systems, such as organic materials

relevant for organic electronics.
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